
 
 

ATYC NEWSLETTER -– NOVEMBER  2018 
 

This is the ATYC Newsletter which will be sent out to Clubs on a regular basis. It can be used as an 

ATYC Club Noticeboard and can carry such items as a Club’s major event or a short news story. 

Contributions should be sent to me. Mike Chambers 

 
Registration Fees to Rise. Despite many protests the EA have decided to implement the not 

unexpected registration fees rise of 5.7% for 2019 and 2020. Full details of the announcement and the 

results of the survey can be accessed via the ATYC website. 

 

Registration Evasion Rates. During the last month the EA checked 1088 boats and found 111 
were not registered (10.2%) The vessels checked were not only on the main river but in some 
of the marinas. Considering these checks were conducted towards the end of the season this 
is a disappointing evasion percentage and the EA have so been informed. 

 
Lock Mooring Booking Proposal. A submission on behalf of the ATYC has been sent to 
the EA. In essence, the submission rejects the sliding scale of changes and strongly 
recommends that a small booking fee is refunded via the mooring fees when eventually paid 
to the lock keeper. A central booking system has been suggested but is unlikely to be 
agreed. A decision from the EA is awaited 

 

Sunbury Island Moorings. The EA’s annual report for 2017/2018 is on the website and 
mentions new bankside moorings on the Sunbury side of the Sunbury Lock island upstream of 
the Middle Thames Yacht Club. Following a reorganisation within the EA this proposal is now 
on an indefinite hold 

 

New Marina at Wallingford? A proposal to construct a new marina at Wallingford is being mooted; 
however, the marina would be formed following the completion of gravel extraction works. Approval 
has yet to be given even for the gravel extraction and thus it is unlikely that the marina would be in 
place for at least 5 years 

 

Mike Gates RIP. The death is announced of Mike Gates who retired some time ago as the 

manager of the MDL marinas on the Thames. Mike was a great friend of the ATYC and could 

often be seen delivering Sunday newspapers to Rally boaters. 

 

BWML To MDL? Rumour has it that the CRT is to be selling off its 18 marina subsidiary 

BWML to MDL. The BWML marinas are dotted around the countryside mainly within the 

canal structure with a couple in the London area. Concern among marina moorers is that MDL 

may hike up fees. 

 
PLEASE DISTRIBUTE WIDELY TO YOUR MEMBERS AS WELL ON YOUR NOTICE BOARDS 
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